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Bilayer graphene under a magnetic field has an octet of quasidegenerate levels due to spin, valley,
and orbital degeneracies. This zero-energy Landau level is resolved into several incompressible states
whose nature is still elusive. We use a Hartree-Fock treatment of a realistic tight-binding four-band
model to understand the quantum ferromagnetism phenomena expected for integer fillings of the
octet levels. We include the exchange interaction with filled Landau levels below the octet states.
This Lamb-shift-like effect contributes to the orbital splitting of the octet. We give phase diagrams
as a function of applied bias and magnetic field. Some of our findings are in agreement with
experiments. We discuss the possible appearance of phases with orbital coherence.
I. INTRODUCTION
The graphene family of new materials has produced novel two-dimensional electron systems. Contrary to semicon-
ductor devices the reduced dimensionality is due to the atomic structure which is made of one or few layers. The
bilayer graphene (BLG) has been the subject of intense scrutiny in the last few years. Indeed, it has potential elec-
tronic instabilities that are different from those of single-layer graphene1. There is a flat band contact at the Fermi
level and large Berry curvatures. Several instabilities are competing even for small interactions and it is likely that a
layer antiferromagnet is the ground state of the neutral BLG system. This system has very exotic properties under a
magnetic field perpendicular to the layers. The Landau levels that appear have a valley degeneracy and in the case of
the central zero-energy level there is also an additional degeneracy of two orbital states. When considering also the
spin degree of freedom this means that the zero-energy Landau level is eight-fold degenerate, i.e., there is an octet of
states at zero energy. Detailed experimental studies2–11 of the quantum Hall regime of this octet have revealed that
the degeneracy is fully lifted presumably by an intricate mixture of one-body effects due to the band structure as
well as the Coulomb interactions between electrons. The quantum Hall regime of the octet of states corresponds to
Landau level filling factors ν ∈ [−3,+3]. At these fillings there are incompressible states that display various phase
transitions when the bias between layers is varied and/or the magnetic field is varied. Some of the gapped states do
survive the zero-field limit but this is not always the case. With increasing quality of samples, the fractional quantum
Hall effect has also been observed.
For integer fillings of the octet levels we expect the appearance of the well-studied quantum Hall ferromagnetism
with the added subtlety of orbital/valley degeneracies12–14. From a theoretical point of view, it is sensible to use
a Hartree-Fock (HF) approach because in many circumstances the ground state is given by a Slater determinant
provided one neglects Landau level mixing. To confront in some detail the experimental results one has to first use
a tight-binding model that includes all important couplings including some small particle-hole symmetry breaking
terms. When doing a HF calculation it has been pointed out15 that one has also to include the exchange with the
filled Landau levels that form a “Dirac sea” unique to graphene systems. Other theoretical approaches that do not use
the quantum Hall ferromagnetism but a gap equation instead have also been applied to the BLG phase diagram16–18.
In this paper we use a refined tight-binding model including all dominant hoppings and we treat the exchange
effects with the Dirac sea. We derive the phase diagram of the BLG octet as a function of applied bias and magnetic
field. Previous recent HF studies either did not take the Dirac sea into account19 or did not consider all relevant
tight-binding hoppings15. Here we include the trigonal warping term as well as the next nearest-neighbor interlayer
hopping which breaks particle-hole symmetry and also lifts the degeneracy between n = 0 and n = 1 orbitals. We
have only searched for spatially uniform phases in the HF solutions. The phase diagrams for all fillings as a function
bias and magnetic field are given in Fig. (2). There are many phases whose existence is limited to a very short range
of parameters. They are certainly the phases most sensitive to fluctuations beyond HF mean field. So we are more
confident about the existence of phases which extend in a large domain. Many of the phases we find can be termed
as “incoherent”, i.e., they are Slater determinants of filled levels with eigenstates with well-defined valley (ξ), spin
(σ), and orbital quantum numbers (n). “Coherent” states involve density matrices with some off-diagonal elements
〈c†XσξncXσ′ξ′n′〉 6= 0 for σ, ξ, n 6= σ′, ξ′, n′ (X being the guiding center coordinate).
For filling factors ν = ±2 we find a phase with valley coherence at small bias which is quickly destroyed to give
way to incoherent phases. For ν = 0 an incoherent phase is replaced by a phase with spin and valley coherence for
larger bias which then leads to an incoherent state at even larger bias. This is exactly what is found in the simplified
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2two-band treatment of Lambert and Coˆte´19. For odd filling factor, the situation is quite different. For ν = ±1 a phase
with valley coherence is replaced by a phase with orbital coherence beyond a critical bias followed then by incoherent
phases. For ν = −3 the situation is similar while for ν = +3 the small bias regime is now purely an orbital coherent
phase and there is no valley coherence. The phases with orbital coherence at ν = ±3 appear for moderate bias and
magnetic field, a regime which is plausibly in the range of current experiments.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we define the four-band model we employ to describe BLG and
describe how we technically proceed to treat the corresponding model Hamiltonian within the HF mean-field picture.
In Sec. III, we give the phase diagram for all filling factors of the octet as a function of applied bias and magnetic
field. We discuss the phase configurations in terms of spin, valley isospin, and orbital isospin degrees of freedom. In
Sec. V the octet polarization properties are discussed for different electronic fillings which leads us to Hund’s rules
for the successive occupation of the single particle (SP) levels. We further relate these polarization properties to the
electronic distribution between the two layers of the system and comment on the possibility of full layer polarization.
Finally, we discuss possible extrapolations to stable phases at zero magnetic field. Section VI contains a comparison
of our findings to recent experiments as well as to earlier theoretical investigations. In Sec. VII we give some final
remarks and present our conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND AND METHODS
A. The non-interacting Single Particle Hamiltonian
A sketch of Bernal stacked BLG is shown in Fig. 1. In this model describing BLG as two hexagonal lattices on
top of each other, we denote the constituents as follows: It is composed of an upper layer L1 and a lower layer L2
separated by interlayer distance d. In each layer, the hexagonal lattice structure is formed by two trigonal sublattices,
in which we label the carbon atoms as A and B on the upper layer and A˜ and B˜ on the lower layer. This yields
a total of four atoms per unit cell. We refer to dimer sites if two atoms lie on top of each other and to non-dimer
sites when this is not the case. A tight binding description of the electrons on this lattice follows from the so-called
Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure model of bulk graphite20,21. The tight binding hopping parameters are then: γ0 = γA↔B
describes intralayer coupling, i.e. next neighbors in-plane hopping within one graphene layer, whereas γ1 = γA˜↔B
captures interlayer hopping via vertical coupling between the pairs of orbitals on the dimer sites. For the skew
interlayer couplings containing both in-plane and vertical components, we write γ3 = γA↔B˜ for coupling between
two non-dimer orbitals and γ4 = γA↔A˜ for coupling between one dimer and one non-dimer orbital. Due to different
on-site energies in BLG, we also include the splitting δA,B for the local energies between A and B sites on each layer.
 ˜
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FIG. 1: Sketch of the the model for BLG: Two graphene layers L1 and L2 are stacked on top of each other at an
interlayer distance d in the Bernal arrangement. We depict the inequivalent carbon atoms in each monolayer by
filled and dashed circles, respectively, and label them as A (A˜) and B (B˜) on the upper (lower) layer.
For the hoppings the following relations hold13,22: γ0 > γ1 > γ3, γ4  δAB . Throughout this work, we use
the numerical values for the parameters listed in Ref. 19 consistent with previous experimental and theoretical
investigations23,24. In momentum space, we distinguish between the two inequivalent Dirac points K and K ′ and
index them by ζ = ±1 following the convention ζ|K = +1 and ζ|K′ = −1. After expanding for small momenta around
these Dirac points the effective Hamiltonian describing the low-energy physics can be written as
Hζ = ζ

1
2∆B +
1
2 ζ(1 + ζ) δAB v3p v4p
† v0p†
v3p
† − 12∆B + 12 ζ(1 + ζ) δAB v0p v4p
v4p v0p
† − 12∆B + 12 ζ (1− ζ)δAB γ1
v0p v4p
† γ1 12∆B +
1
2 ζ(1− ζ) δAB
 , (1)
3acting respectively on the four-component spinor fields
ψK =
ψAψB˜ψA˜
ψB
 and ψK′ =
ψB˜ψAψB
ψA˜
 . (2)
In Eq. 1, we use the generalized velocities vi =
√
3
2
aL
~ γi for {i = 0, 1, 3, 4} written in terms of the lattice constant
aL. Besides, p = px + ipy, p
† = px − ipy stands for momentum. Additionally, we want to capture the effect of an
externally applied electric field E⊥, therefore in Eq. 1 we introduce a bias potential ∆B = edE⊥[mVnm ], with e the
electric charge. We now proceed as follows: we first neglect the smaller parameters δAB , γ3, and γ4 . In this case
exact analytical solutions can be obtained15,25–27. Subsequently, we include the effects of the remaining parameters
in first order perturbation theory. The following reasoning closely follows the derivation given in Ref. 15. In the K
valley, the approximate effective Hamiltonian under study reads:
HK =

1
2∆B 0 0 v0p
†
0 − 12∆B v0p 0
0 v0p
† − 12∆B γ1
v0p 0 γ1
1
2∆B
 . (3)
In the presence of a magnetic field of strength B, we replace the canonical momentum by the mechanical momentum,
p → pi = p + eA, writing the vector potential A in Landau gauge, A = Bxey. The electronic state quantized into
the nth Landau level is denoted as |n〉, with real space representation at guiding center coordinate xp = p`2B given by
〈r|n; p〉 = 1√
Ly
φn(x− xp)eipy, (4)
where φn denotes the n-th harmonic oscillator wave function and Ly measures the spatial extension of the system
in y-direction. The pi-operators act as ladder operators in the space of Landau functions 〈r|n; p〉; the corresponding
relations
pi†|n〉 = i ~
`B
√
2(n+ 1)|n+ 1〉,
pi|n〉 = −i ~
`B
√
2n|n− 1〉 for n > 0 and pi|0〉 = 0, (5)
so the electronic state of the n-th Landau Level in the valley K is of the form (agreeing on |n〉 ≡ 0 for n < 0)
ψ
(n)
K =
 b(n),1|n〉b(n),2|n− 2〉b(n),3|n− 1〉
b(n),4|n− 1〉
 . (6)
It is well-known that the LL spectrum of unbiased BLG shows peculiar behavior with respect to the zero energy
level25,26,28. Indeed, the n = 0 and the n = 1 orbitals have zero energy. As a consequence, the zero energy state of
BLG is eight-fold degenerate in the real spin, the valley isospin, and this n = 0, 1 orbital degree of freedom. This
property has triggered a plethora of studies to understand the QH ferromagnetism of the zero energy octet of BLG.
In the case of biased BLG, strictly speaking, this eight-fold degeneracy is no longer fully exact but broken by the
presence of a nonzero bias potential ∆B . As long as the bias potential is sufficiently small compared to the LL gap
it is sensible to focus only on the physics of the octet and neglect LL mixing. We assume all the states of energy
below the octet states −n < 0,1 ≈ 0 to be filled. We describe them as a manifold of inert levels n ≤ −2 labeled
with negative indices and refer to them as the Dirac sea. We discuss in more detail the influence of the presence of
the Dirac sea electrons in the next section II B, when interactions between electrons are taken into account. All the
states which energetically lie above the pseudo zero energy states with n > 0 are empty. The octet has partial fillings
ν ∈ [−4, 4]. For further use we note the explicit forms of the states for the cases n = 0 and n = 1:
ψ
(0)
K =
|0〉00
0
 , ψ(1)K =
b(1),1|1〉0b(1),3|0〉
b(1),4|0〉
 , (7)
4with coefficients
b(1),1 = c1,
b(1),3 = −c1
γ
(1−M2z2),
b(1),4 = −c1zM,
(8)
in terms of the rescaled parameters γ = γ1~ωc and 2M =
∆B
~ωc and with normalization constant c1 =
1√
1+ 1
γ2
(1−M2z2)2+z2M2 . Here ~ωc ≈ 36.3 v0[10
6 m/s]
√
B[T]meV is the characteristic cyclotron energy. The pa-
rameter z is determined as the solution in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 to the equation z = 1γ2 (2 − z)(1 −M2z2). In these
expressions, passing from the K to the K ′ valley is done by the replacement M → −M . For the corresponding lowest
energy eigenvalues for the n = 0 and the n = 1 orbitals we find
ξ,n=0 = ξ
1
2
∆B ,
ξ,n=1 = ξ
1
2
∆B − ξ 1
2
z∆B . (9)
To these solutions of Eq. 9, we compute the corrections due to the parameters δAB , γ3 and γ4 as perturbations. This
is done using the states of Eq. 7 for ∆B ≡ 0. It turns out that taking into account perturbations up to the first order
in δAB , γ3 and γ4 induces a splitting between the n = 0 and the n = 1 orbitals which reads
∆pert01 = −δAB(1− c2)− 2
γ4
γ0γ1
c21(~ωc)2. (10)
In addition there is also the Zeeman effect leading to a gap ∆Z = gµBB with g = 2. Hence, as the main result of this
section II A, we write the effects of Eqs. 9, 10, and the Zeeman splitting ∆Z into an effective Hamiltonian describing
the n = 0, 1 orbitals of the non-interacting system by writing:
H0 =
∑
p
∑
n,σ,ξ
[
− ∆B
2
τz + z
∆B
4
(τz + λzτz)− ∆
pert
01
2
λz − ∆Z
2
σz
]
c†n,σ,ξ(p) cn,σ,ξ(p), (11)
where we use the notation σα = 1mode ⊗ σspinα ⊗ 1valley , τα = 1mode ⊗ 1spin ⊗ σvalleyα , and λα = σmodeα ⊗ 1spin ⊗ 1valley
for the Pauli operators acting in spin, in valley, and in orbital space and λατβ = σ
mode
α ⊗ 1spin ⊗ σvalleyβ .
System Parameters
γ0 3.1 eV γ1 0.39 eV
γ3 0.1 eV γ4 0.13 eV
v0 =
√
3
2
aLγ0
~ 1.1× 106 m/s aL 0.246 nm
~ωc =
√
2 ~vF
`B
36.3 v0[10
6m
s
]
√
B[T] meV d 0.34 nm
`B =
√
~c
eB
26nm 1√
B[T]
κ 5
δA,B 0.016 eV
Characteristic energies
∆C =
√
pi
2
α =
√
pi
2
e2
κ`B
14.1
√
B[T] meV ∆01
1
8
∆C c
2
1(4− 3c21)
∆Z = gµBB 0.11B[T] meV ∆B edE⊥[mVnm ]
TABLE I: Numerical values of the system parameters and the energy splittings used throughout the analysis.
B. The Hartree Fock Hamiltonian
We now deal with the Coulomb interaction between the electrons:
HC =
1
2
∑
n,n′
∑
σ,σ′
∑
ξ,ξ′
∫∫
drdr′Φ†n1,σ,ξ(r)Φ
†
n2,σ′,ξ′(r
′)V C(r− r′) Φn3,σ′,ξ′(r′)Φn4,σ,ξ(r), (12)
5written in terms of the field operator Φn,σ,ξ(r) =
∑
p〈r|n, σ, ξ; p〉cn,σ,ξ(p). As a first approximation to the electron-
electron interaction, the fully symmetric potential is V C = e
2
κ|r−r′| with κ the effective dielectric constant can be
chosen. A more realistic approach to the specific geometry of the bilayer system is given by a corrected potential
which accounts for the finite distance d between the upper and the lower graphene layer: V Cξ,ξ′ =
e2
κ|r−r′+(1−δξ,ξ′ )dez| ,
where ξ, ξ′ is the valley index. Note that within the four-band model of BLG, it is not exact to identify the valley
index with the sublayer index. We discuss the validity of this approximation below. To keep calculations as simple as
possible, we use the corrected Coulomb potential only when it has notable effects. We treat the electron interactions
in self-consistent HF theory. We decouple the interaction operator into a direct Hartree part HC,D and an exchange
Fock part HC,X in the following way:
HC −→ HC,D + HC,X ,
〈c†n1,σ,K(p1) c
†
n2,σ′,K′(p2) cn3,σ,K(p3) cn4,σ′,K′(p4)〉
−→ 〈c†n1,σ,K(p1) cn4,σ′,K′(p4)〉 〈c
†
n2,σ,K
(p2) cn3,σ′,K′(p3)〉
− 〈c†n1,σ,K(p1) cn3,σ′,K′(p3)〉 〈c
†
n2,σ,K
(p2) cn4,σ′,K′(p4)〉. (13)
The technical details of the HF method employed are given in Sec. II C. First, we treat the interactions of the electrons
within the octet sector (n=0, 1) before analyzing the coupling with the electrons filling the Dirac sea (n ≤ −2). Within
in 01-octet, we consider interaction between the electrons via the corrected potential V Cξ,ξ′ =
e2
κ|r−r′+(1−δξ,ξ′ )dez| . When
working with an effective two-band model for the electronic states of BLG28, within the zero-mode sector there is a
direct one-to-one correspondence between the valley degree of freedom and the electrons occupation in the the upper
or the lower layer, respectively19. Within the four-band model applied throughout this work, this correspondence
valley ↔ layer within the pseudo-zero mode sector is no longer exact. Close investigation of the coefficients of Eq. 8
governing the electronic occupation of the different atomic sites on the bilayer lattice reveals the following. The
occupation of the different sublayers which would stay fully unoccupied within the two-band model is governed by
the coefficient b(1),3 in ψ
(1)
K . The four-band model and the two-band model do predict different behavior of the layer
occupation of BLG. This will be of importance in the subsequent discussion. It is thus crucial to take into account
the different behavior of the n = 0 and the n = 1 modes within the two models. We estimate the error due to the
correspondence valley ↔ layer for each valley index: The coefficient b(1),3 is largest in magnitude for zero bias - in
this case, the relation b2(1),3 =
b2(1),1
γ2 holds. Hence, b(1),3  b(1),1 since γ  1 for the parameters listed in Table I.
We therefore use the form of the corrected Coulomb potential V Cξ,ξ′ given above in order to include the effect of the
anisotropic Coulomb interaction due to the finite separation between the layers. We perform the HF decoupling of
the Coulomb-interaction term in the four-band model as calculations within an effective two-band model of BLG
presented in 14 and 19. The contribution from the direct interaction term competes with a positive, neutralizing
background and yields a capacitive energy19
HD, Octet =
∑
p
∑
n,σ,ξ
α
d
`B
(
v˜ξ − v˜
2
)
c†n,σ,ξ(p) cn,σ,ξ(p), (14)
where we denote with v˜ξ =
∑
p
∑
nσ〈c†n,σ,ξ(p) cn,σ,ξ(p)〉 the total filling in valley ξ, v˜ = ν + 4 counts the total number
of filled levels in the octet, and α = e
2
κ`B
. From the exchange part of the interaction we obtain the contribution
HX, Octet = −
∑
p1,p2
p3,p4
∑
n1,n3
n2,n4
∑
σ,ξ
σ′,ξ′
Xξ,ξ
′
n1,n3
n2,n4
(0) 〈c†n1,σ,ξ(p1) cn3,σ′,ξ′(p3)〉 c
†
n2,σ′,ξ′(p2) cn4,σ,ξ(p4), (15)
where, following previous definitions, we find the exchange matrix elements
Xξ,ξ
′
n1,n2
n3,n4
(q) = α
∫
dp`2B
2pi
1
p`B
e−pd(1−δξ,ξ′ )Kn1,n4(p)Kn3,n2(−p)eip×q`
2
B , (16)
6with
K0,0(p) = e
− `
2
Bp
2
4
K0,1(p) = e
− `
2
Bp
2
4
c1`B√
2
(ipx + py)
K1,0(p) = e
− `
2
Bp
2
4
c1`B√
2
(ipx − py)
K1,1(p) = e
− `
2
Bp
2
4 (1− c1 `
2
Bp
2
2
). (17)
For future use we introduce the notation ∆n1n2n3n4 := X
ξ,ξ
n1,n2
n3,n4
for the terms conserving the valley index and
Xn1n2n3n4 := X
ξ,ξ′
n1,n2
n3,n4
in the case ξ 6= ξ′ for the valley index non-conserving terms.
In Ref. 15, Shizuya has shown that exchange interactions between the electrons in the Dirac sea within the four-
band model of BLG leads to a splitting ∆int01 between the n = 0 and n = 1 orbitals. This exchange phenomenon
analogous to the Lamb shift of atomic energy levels leads to a term of the form (where the LL index only runs over
n = 0, 1):
HX, Dirac =
∑
p
∑
n,σ,ξ
∆int01
2
λz c
†
n,σ,ξ(p) cn,σ,ξ(p), (18)
with λα = σ
mode
α ⊗ 1spin ⊗ 1valley for the Pauli operators acting in 01-orbital space and ∆int01 = 18∆C c21(4 − 3c21) is
the splitting induced by the presence of the Dirac sea, where we defined ∆C =
√
pi
2α =
√
pi
2
e2
κ`B
.
Considering the anisotropic interlayer Coulomb interaction merely entails a simple rescaling (at first order in d/`B)
∆B → ∆B,eff = (1− 16 W~ωc )∆B . Assembling all terms from above discussion, we arrive at the HF Hamiltonian
HHF = H0 + HX, Octet + HD, Octet + HX, Dirac. (19)
Hence, in terms of the order parameter P n′,n
σ′,σ;ξ′,ξ
(p) := 〈c†n,σ,ξ(p) cn′,σ′,ξ′(p)〉, and within a local approximation
P (p) ≈ P (p′) for a state uniform or varying sufficiently slowly in space, we obtain for the HF energy functional
(suppressing summation over p):
EHF = −1
2
∑
n1,n3
n2,n4
∑
σ,ξ
σ′,ξ′
Xξ,ξ
′
n1,n3
n2,n4
(0)Pn3,n1
σ′,σ
ξ′,ξ
Pn4,n2
σ,σ′
ξ,ξ′
+
α
4
d
`B
(ν˜K − ν˜K′)2
+
∆01
2
Tr[λzP ] +
∆Z
2
Tr[σzP ] +
∆B,eff
2
Tr[τzP ] + z
∆B,eff
4
Tr[(τz + λzτz)P ], (20)
where we summarized ∆01 = ∆
pert
01 + ∆
int
01 as the total splitting in orbital space induced by the different effects
discussed above. We search only uniform HF solutions.
C. HF method
In this work, we study the model Hamiltonian HHF given in Eq. 19 within HF theory. In Eq. 19, the Hamiltonian
HHF depends on P which in turn itself is determined by the lowest-energy solution to the corresponding eigenvalue
problem. The numerical procedure leading to its solution must thus be carried out self-consistently. We briefly sketch
the algorithm used in our analysis. We fix the total number of electrons in the octet. Here, the filling factor ν of
the octet is defined with respect to the half-filled, charge neutral case: We write ν = −3 (−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3) for 1
(2,3,4,5,6,7) out of the eight available zero-energy levels being occupied. In Secs. III and V, we present investigations
and discussions of all the different possible fillings factors ν ∈ [−3, 3]. The density matrix is assumed to be independent
of the guiding center coordinate so we are looking only for spatially uniform solutions. For a given filling factor ν
implying n occupied levels, we start by initializing n SP vectors |i〉: The eight entries each are taken from a random
uniform distribution, thereby respecting normalization. The density matrix P int =
∑n
i |i〉〈i| built from these vectors
serves as a starting point for the self-consistent HF minimization procedure.
7Iteration schemes similar to the one used here and equally based on the so-called Roothaan algorithm for self-
consistent HF iteration29 have been applied earlier in HF studies of QH systems30,31.
A check for proper convergence to a true solution of the HF equations is performed by always requiring the SP
energy eigenvalues to reproduce the energy yielded by the HF energy functional of Eq. 20 up to a precision better
than 10−5.
From the final converged density matrix P we calculate the components of the spin S, the valley isospin T, and the
orbital isospin degree of freedom L according to
Sα =
1
2
Tr[σαP ], Tα =
1
2
Tr[ταP ], Lα =
1
2
Tr[λαP ], (21)
for α ∈ {x, y, z}. We identify different phases by different configurations of the spin and isospin degrees of freedom.
By tracing their evolution as functions of the external parameters, i.e., the bias potential ∆B and the magnetic field
B, we determine the phase diagrams in the {∆B-B}-plane. From this numerical HF procedure we furthermore gain
information about the HF SP eigenstates and eigenvalues for each value of ∆B and B. Hence we can infer the structure
of the occupied and unoccupied SP states for each phase within this HF MF picture. This knowledge about the GS
structure allows us to proceed further by analytical means: Using a particular structure of the GS eigenvectors to
construct the corresponding density matrix P and minimizing the HF energy functional given in Eq. 20 for this P ,
allows us to compute analytically properties of the various phases such as canting angles of the energetically favorable
spin and isospin orientation or phase boundaries between different GS phases.
We have not tried to search for spatially non-uniform HF solutions. There is no clear experimental evidence for
such states so far. The HF investigations of Lambert and Coˆte´ have found such solutions only at very large bias.
III. HF PHASE DIAGRAM
We present the phase diagrams of BLG obtained for different filling factors ν using the HF procedure described
in the previous section II C. In Fig. 2, we plot the phase diagrams for the different ν in the plane spanned by the
bias ∆B and the magnetic field B. From these phase diagrams, we identify a total of 32 different phases of the BLG
system at different filling factors. The explicit form of the respective phases are listed in Tables II-VIII. Their spin
and isospin polarization properties are given in Tables IX and X for negative and positive filling factors, respectively.
In the first section of the text, we successively discuss the respective cases for each different filling factor. We next
summarize these results and compare our findings for different ν among each other.
Figure 2 shows the collection of phase diagrams obtained for the different filling factors ν ∈ [−3, 3].
A. One electron: ν = −3
With one electron per orbital in the system, we find the following different phases:
Unbiased case (∆B ≡ 0, evolution as a function of B): the GS is polarized along the z-axis in the spin degree of
freedom, but not in the valley degree of freedom, where the corresponding isospin vector lies in the {x-y}-plane. The
isospin corresponding to the orbital mode is in a canted configuration, thus we find a phase with orbital coherence.
The optimal canting angle in orbital space θ0, plotted in Fig. 5, varies as a function of B between θ0 → pi4 at vanishing
magnetic field and θ0 ≡ 0 at sufficiently high magnetic field strengths above a certain critical value Bcrit ≈ 11 T. It
is given by the relation
cos θ0 =
√−∆0011 + 2∆01 −∆1001 + ∆0000 −X0011 −X1001 +X0000√
∆0000 − 2∆0011 − 2∆1001 + ∆1111 +X0000 − 2X0011 − 2X1001 +X1111
. (22)
Along the line of zero bias, the GS hence undergoes a transition from a canted to a fully polarized state in orbital
isospin with increasing magnetic field strength B.
Phase (I) occurs at small but nonzero bias ∆B > 0 and below a critical magnetic field strength B < Bcrit: the GS is
spin polarized and canted both in valley and orbital degrees of freedom. In phase (I), cuts along lines of increasing bias
∆B , for any strength of the magnetic field B, correspond to a rotation of the valley-isospin vector from a configuration
in the {x-y}-plane to a state fully polarized along the z-axis. At the same time, there is orbital coherence, the orbital
isospin components taking non-trivial values 0 < Lx, Lz < 1.
Phase (II): still in the regime of very small values of the bias ∆B , but for larger magnetic fields B > Bcrit, the
system is fully polarized in the spin and orbital isospin degree of freedom. The valley isospin, however, is in a canted
8∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = 1√2 cos θ
[
|1, ↑,+〉+ |1, ↑,−〉
]
+ 1√
2
sin θ
[
|0, ↑,+〉+ |0, ↑,−〉
]
Phase (I) |v1〉 = a1|1, ↑,+〉+ a2|1, ↑,−〉+ a5|0, ↑,+〉+ a6|0, ↑,−〉
Phase (II) |v1〉 = sin θ|1, ↑,+〉+ cos θ|1, ↑,−〉
Phase (III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉
Phase (IV) |v1〉 = sin θ|1, ↑,+〉+ cos θ|0, ↑,+〉
Phase (V) |v1〉 = |0, ↑,+〉
TABLE II: GS configurations for the different phases for filling factor ν = −3.
configuration, where the optimal angle is determined by
cos 2θII =
∆B,eff `B(z − 1)
αd+ `B(∆1111 −X1111) . (23)
Hence, in phase (II), along any cut at a fixed B > Bcrit, as the bias ∆B increases, the state undergoes a rotation of
the valley-isospin from T lying in the {x-y}-plane at ∆B = 0 to a fully valley polarized state at sufficiently large ∆B .
Phase (III) emerges as an intermediate phase at sufficiently large values of the magnetic field B > Bcrit ≈ 11 T
when the bias potential is raised beyond the regime of phase (II): over a certain parameter range of bias and magnetic
field strength, the system becomes a fully polarized ferromagnet in all spins and isospins.
Phase (IV) dominates the intermediate part of the ν = −3 phase diagram over the whole parameter range of bias
∆B and magnetic field strength B. It is characterized by full ferromagnetic polarization of the spin and valley isospin,
but canting of the orbital isospin resulting in an orbital coherent phase. For the optimal canting angle in orbital space
we find the expression
cos 2θIV =
−∆0000 − 2∆01 + ∆1111 + z∆B,eff
∆0000 − 2∆0011 − 2∆1001 + ∆1111 . (24)
In phase (IV), cuts as a function of increasing bias ∆B at any value of the magnetic field hence trace the rotation
of the orbital isospin vector to the fully antiferromagnetically-polarized state in orbital space.
Phase (V): for sufficiently large values of the bias, we find the limiting case for the GS to be fully polarized in
spin and valley isospin, but antiferromagnetically-polarized in the orbital degree of freedom. At ν = −3, all phases
transform into one another via smooth rotations of the respective isospin degrees of freedom. All transitions between
different phases therefore are of second order in this case. These phase transitions occur at the following critical values
of the bias, respectively:
(II) → (III):
∆critB,eff =
−αd−∆1111`B + `BX1111
`(z − 1) , (25)
(III) → (IV):
∆critB,eff =
2
z
(∆0011 + ∆01 + ∆1001 −∆1111), (26)
(IV) → (V):
∆critB,eff =
2
z
(∆0000 −∆0011 + ∆01 −∆1001). (27)
B. Two electrons: ν = −2
When there are two electrons per state within the octet, the GS structure of the system is the following:
Phase (I): for small values of the bias ∆B < ∆
crit
B , the GS is partially polarized in the spin, whereas the valley
isospin is canted and the orbital isospin is ordered in an antiferromagnetic way. The optimal valley canting angle is
determined by
cos 2θI =
∆B,eff `B(z − 2)
−4αd−∆0000`B − 2∆0011`B −∆1111`B + `BX0000 + 2`BX0011 + `BX1111 . (28)
9∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = 1√2
[
|1, ↑,+〉+ |1, ↑,−〉
]
, |v2〉 = 1√2
[
|0, ↑,+〉+ |0, ↑,−〉
]
,
Phase (I) |v1〉 = cos θ|1, ↑,+〉+ sin θ|1, ↑,−〉, |v2〉 = cos θ|0, ↑,+〉+ sin θ|0, ↑,−〉,
Phase (II) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉.
Phase (III) |v1〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↓,+〉,
TABLE III: The different GS configurations which occur at filling ν = −2.
Hence, in this phase, cuts along lines of increasing bias ∆B , for any strength of the magnetic field B, correspond
to a rotation of the valley-isospin vector from a configuration in the x-y-plane to fully aligned along the z-axis.
Phase (II): within an intermediate range of the bias ∆B , the GS is a fully polarized ferromagnet in spin and valley
isospin. The orbital isospin degree of freedom, however, is in an antiferromagnetic configuration yielding zero overall
orbital polarization.
Phase (III): in the limit of a sufficiently large bias ∆B , we find the GS to be an antiferromagnet in spin. The valley
isospin is fully polarized, whereas the orbital isospin turns out to be fully antiferromagnetically polarized.
At filling factor ν = −2, we observe two different types of phase transitions: going from phase (I) to phase (II) is
achieved by a smooth rotation of the valley isospin. This is a second order transition. From phase (II) to phase (III),
however, the system undergoes jumps in spin and orbital isospin degree of freedom, which characterizes a discontinuous
first order phase transition. The critical values of the bias for these transitions read, respectively:
(I) → (II) :
∆critB,eff =
−4αd−∆0000`B − 2∆0011`B −∆1111`B + `BX0000 + 2`BX0011 + `BX1111
`B(z − 2) . (29)
(II) → (III): The GS of phase (II) is lower in energy than the GS of phase (III) up to a critical bias
∆critB,eff =
1
z
(∆0000 − 2∆0011 + 2∆01 −∆1111 + 2∆Z). (30)
C. Three electrons: ν = −1
When there are three electrons in the system, we find the following GS structure:
Unbiased case (∆B ≡ 0, evolution as a function of B): the GS is a fully polarized spin ferromagnet, while its valley
isospin lies in the {x-y}-plane, and the orbital isospin is canted in an orbital coherent phase. The optimal canting
angle in orbital space θ0 as shown in Fig. 5 varies as a function of B between θ0 → pi4 at vanishing magnetic field
B → 0 and θ0 = pi2 at magnetic field strengths above Bcrit ≈ 11.3 T. It fulfills the relation
cos 2θ0 =
−3∆0000 − 4∆01 + 3∆1111 +X0000 −X1111
∆0000 − 2(∆0011 + ∆1001) + ∆1111 +X0000 − 2(X0011 +X1001) +X1111 . (31)
Along the line of zero bias, as a function of increasing magnetic field strength B, the GS hence undergoes a transition
from a canted state in the orbital isospin to a partially polarized state.
Phases (I) and (II): in the regime of very small bias ∆B , we find a rotation of the valley-isospin at either canted or
partially aligned orbital isospin, respectively. In both phases (I) and (II) the GS is a fully polarized spin ferromagnet.
The valley isospin assumes non-trivial configurations 0 ≤ Tx, Tz ≤ 1, Ty ≡ 0. Phase (I) occurs for sufficiently small
values of the magnetic field, B < Bcrit; the corresponding GS is given by an involved superposition of different SP
states (cf. table IV) which leads to a non-trivial isospin configuration. In phase (II), however, i.e. at field values
above the critical magnetic field, we can describe the valley isospin in simple terms with the valley canting angle θ as
the only parameter, where the optimal angle turns out to be
cos 2θ(II) =
∆B,eff `B
αd+ `B(∆0000 −X0000) . (32)
The orbital isospin in phase (I) is in a canted configuration, 0 ≤ Lx, Lz ≤ 1, Ly ≡ 0, whereas phase (II) is partially
polarized in orbital space. Hence, in phase (I) and (II), cuts along lines of increasing bias ∆B for any strength of the
magnetic field B correspond to a rotation of the valley-isospin vector from a configuration in the {x-y}-plane to a
state fully aligned along the z-axis. At the same time, increasing B at a fixed value of the bias ∆B corresponds to
rotating the LL-isospin from a canted configuration in phase (I) to a partly polarized configuration in phase (II).
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Phase (III) and (IV): At larger values of the bias ∆B we find pendants of phase (I) and (II), now at polarized
configurations of the valley isospin: here, the GS is a fully polarized spin ferromagnet and a partially polarized valley
isospin, while the orbital isospin degree of freedom again varies as function of the bias ∆B and the magnetic field
strength B: It is canted for small values of the magnetic field in phase (III) with optimal canting angle
cos 2θ(III) =
∆0000 + 2∆01 −∆1111 + z∆B,eff
∆0000 − 2(∆0011 + ∆1001) + ∆1111 , (33)
which evolves into the partially polarized phase (IV) above a critical value of the field Bcrit. Hence, increasing the
magnetic field strength B corresponds to rotating the orbital isospin from a canted configuration in phase (III) to a
partially polarized state in phase (IV). Both the spin and the valley isospin vectors remain constant in these phases
for all values of ∆B and B.
Phase (V): A narrow transition regime is established with complex behavior of the GS configuration. All spin and
isospin degrees of freedom take nontrivial values and evolve as functions of ∆B and B. Exploiting the notation of the
states as given in Table IV, we write Sz = 1+
1
2 (c
2
1−c22+c23−c24), Sx ≡ Sy ≡ 0, Tz = 1− 12 (c21−c22+c23−c24), Tx ≡ Ty ≡ 0,
and Lz =
1
2 (c
2
1 + c
2
2 − c23 − c24), Lx = −(c1c3 + c2c4), Ly ≡ 0. Within the parameter range of phase (V) one can
distinguish between the following regimes: Phase (Va): For B < Bcrit, all four entries ci 6= 0 evolve smoothly as
functions of the bias ∆B and the magnetic field strength B. For increasing ∆B across phase (Va), this leads to
smooth evolution of the spin and valley isospins from Sz =
3
2 to Sz =
1
2 and from Tz =
1
2 to Tz =
3
2 , respectively,
accompanied by kinks in the orbital isospin components which are nonzero within this range: 0 < Lz <
1
2 and
0 < Lx <
1
2 . Phases (Vb) and (Vc): For B > Bcrit, two competing transitions occur within the parameter range of
phase (V): there is a smooth evolution of Sz and Tz as in the former case. It is governed by smoothly evolving entries
c1 and c2 while c3 ≡ c4 ≡ 0 (so that Lx ≡ 0 and Lz ≡ 12 fixed by normalization). At a sufficiently high value of
∆B , eventually, c4 jumps to a nonzero value, thereby inducing nonzero values of Lz and Lx and nontrivial evolution
of all spin and isospin degrees of freedom. Phase (VI) occupies a wide parameter range including all magnetic field
strengths and intermediate values of the bias ∆B . While the spin is partially polarized and the valley isospin is fully
polarized, the orbital isospin is in a canted configuration, assuming the optimal canting angle
cos 2θ(VI) =
∆0000 + 2∆01 −∆1111 − z∆Beff
∆0000 − 2(∆0011 + ∆1001) + ∆1111 . (34)
Hence, for any value of the magnetic field B, with rising bias ∆B the orbital isospin performs a rotation to a partially
antiferromagnetically polarized configuration: L→ − 12ez.
Phase (VII): For sufficiently large values of the bias, the GS phase eventually reaches a configuration which is
partially polarized in spin, fully polarized in the valley isospin, and partially antiferromagnetically-polarized in the
orbital isospin degree of freedom. Except for the transition regime of phase (V) described above, all phase transitions
of the ν = −1 phase diagram go along with smooth rotations of the respective isospin vectors and therefore are of
second order. The most prominent transitions occur at the following critical values of the bias:
(II) → (IV):
∆critB,eff =
αd+ ∆0000`B − `BX0000
`B
, (35)
(III) → (IV):
∆critB,eff = −
2
z
(∆0011 + ∆01 + ∆1001 −∆1111), (36)
(IV) → (Vb):
∆critB,eff =
−αd+ ∆1111`B −∆Z`B − `BX1111
`B(z − 1) , (37)
(VI) → (VII):
∆critB,eff =
2
z
(∆0000 −∆0011 + ∆01 −∆1001). (38)
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∆B = 0 |v1〉 = − 1√2
[
|1, ↑,+〉+ |1, ↑,−〉
]
, |v2〉 = 1√2
[
|0, ↑,+〉+ |0, ↑,−〉
]
,
|v3〉 = − 1√2 sin θ
[
|1, ↑,+〉 − |1, ↑,−〉 ,
]
− 1√
2
cos θ
[
|0, ↑,+〉 − |0, ↑,−〉
]
,
Phase (I) |v1〉 = −a1|1, ↑,+〉 − a2|1, ↑,−〉+ b1|0, ↑,+〉+ b2|0, ↑,−〉,
|v2〉 = b1|1, ↑,+〉+ b2|1, ↑,−〉+ a1|0, ↑,+〉+ a2|0, ↑,−〉,
|v3〉 = c1|1, ↑,+〉 − c2|1, ↑,−〉 − c3|0, ↑,+〉+ c4|0, ↑,−〉,
Phase (II) |v1〉 = − cos θ|1, ↑,+〉 − sin θ|1, ↑,−〉, |v2〉 = cos θ|0, ↑,+〉+ sin θ|0, ↑,−〉,
|v3〉 = sin θ|1, ↑,+〉 − cos θ|1, ↑,−〉,
Phase (III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v3〉 = cos θ|1, ↑,−〉+ sin θ|0, ↑,−〉
Phase (IV) |v1〉 = 1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v3〉 = |1, ↑,−〉
Phase (V) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉,
|v3〉 = c1|1, ↑,−〉+ c2|1, ↓,+〉 − c3|0, ↑,−〉 − c4|0, ↓,+〉
Phase (VI) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v3〉 = cos θ|1, ↓,+〉+ sin θ|0, ↓,+〉
Phase (VII) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↓,+〉
TABLE IV: The possible GS configurations identified for the phase diagram at filling factor ν = −1.
D. Four electrons: ν = 0
The bilayer system is charge neutral when there are four electrons per state occupying exactly half of the states
within the octet. For this configuration of half filling we find the following different GS phases:
Phase (I): in the unbiased configuration as well as for sufficiently small values of the bias ∆B , the GS is a fully
polarized spin ferromagnet, while it is an antiferromagnet both in valley and in orbital space, leading to vanishing
overall valley and orbital polarization. Phase (II): for all magnetic field strengths and in an intermediate regime of
the bias, the spin and the valley isospin undergo evolution as functions of ∆B and B as a function of one angle θ,
which minimizes the energy for
cos 2θ(II) =
4αd+ 2∆Z`B + ∆Beff `B(z − 2)
4αd+ `B(∆0000 + 2∆0011 + ∆1111 −X0000 − 2X0011 −X1111) . (39)
In orbital space, the state is an antiferromagnet, with zero orbital polarization. Hence, for a given value of the
magnetic field B, upon increasing the bias ∆B over the parameter range of phase (II), the total spin evolves from a
fully aligned state to a state with zero total spin, while contrarily the total valley isospin evolves from zero to a fully
polarized valley ferromagnet state: S = 2ez −→ S ≡ 0, T ≡ 0 −→ T = 2ez.
Phase (III): For sufficiently large values of the bias ∆B the GS assumes antiferromagnetic order in both spin space
and in the space of the orbital isospin, while being a fully polarized ferromagnet in valley space. The transitions
between the different GS phases of ν = 0 are all characterized by smooth rotations of the isospin degrees of freedom
indicating continuous second order transitions. We give the critical values of the bias at which these phase transitions
occur:
(I) → (II):
∆critB,eff =
∆0000 + 2∆0011 + ∆1111 − 2∆Z −X0000 − 2X0011 −X1111
z − 2 , (40)
(II) → (III) :
∆critB,eff =
`B(−∆0000 − 2∆0011 −∆1111 − 2∆Z +X0000 + 2X0011 +X1111)− 8αd
`B(z − 2) . (41)
E. Five electrons: ν = 1
For the case of five electrons we identify the following GS structure:
Unbiased case (∆B ≡ 0, evolution as a function of B): At zero bias, we find a GS configuration in which the spin
is partially polarized, while the valley isospin vector lies in the {xy}-plane. The orbital isospin assumes a canted
configuration, thus exhibiting non-trivial orbital coherence. The optimal canting angle in orbital space θ0, as shown
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Phase (I) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉
Phase (II) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = cos θ|1, ↑,−〉+ sin θ|1, ↓,+〉,
|v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = cos θ|0, ↑,−〉+ sin θ|0, ↓,+〉
Phase (III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↓,+〉
TABLE V: The three different GS we identified for the phase diagram of ν = 0.
in Fig. 5, varies as a function of B between θ0 → pi4 at vanishing magnetic field B → 0 and θ0 = 0 above a critical
value Bcrit ≈ 11 T. This angle fulfills the relation
cos θ0 =
√
∆0000 −∆0011 + 2∆01 −∆1001 +X0000 −X0011 −X1001√
∆0000 − 2∆0011 − 2∆1001 + ∆1111 +X0000 − 2X0011 − 2X1001 +X1111
. (42)
Along the line of zero bias, as a function of increasing magnetic field strength B, the GS hence undergoes a transition
from a canted state in the orbital isospin to a partially polarized state.
Phases (I) and (II): at small values of the bias ∆B , these phases are in a partially polarized spin state, while the
valley isospin takes non-trivial values 0 ≤ Tx, Tz ≤ 1. Meanwhile, the orbital isospin is either in canted configuration
with 0 ≤ Lx, Lz ≤ 1 (phase I, for sufficiently small values of the magnetic field) or is partially polarized (phase II,
above some critical magnetic field strength). The former case being more involved, in the latter phase (II) we find a
single parameter dependence of the states’ configuration with one optimal angle θ determined by
cos 2θ(II) =
∆B,eff `B(z − 1)
`B(X1111 −∆1111)− αd, (43)
governing the canting in valley space. Hence, in phase (I) and (II), cuts along lines of increasing bias ∆B for any
strength of the magnetic field B correspond to a rotation of the valley-isospin vector from a configuration in the
{x-y}-plane to a state aligned along the z-axis: T = 12ex −→ T = 12ez. Meanwhile, increasing B at fixed value
of the bias ∆B corresponds to rotating the orbital isospin from a canted configuration in phase (I) to a partially
polarized configuration in phase (II).
Phase (III) and (IV): at larger values of the bias ∆B , similar behavior as in phases (I) and (II) translates into
valley polarized phases: we find the GS to be partially polarized both in spin space and in the space of the valley
isospin, while the orbital isospin is either canted (below a critical magnetic field in phase III) or partially polarized
(for sufficiently large magnetic field values in phase IV). The optimal canted angle of the orbital isospin is determined
by
cos 2θ(III) =
∆0000 + 2∆01 −∆1111 − z∆B,eff
∆0000 − 2(∆0011 + ∆1001) + ∆1111 . (44)
This angle varies as function of the bias ∆B and the magnetic field strength B. At any value of ∆B , when B
increases, the angle rotates until it reaches zero, leading to the partially polarized orbital state. Hence, increasing the
magnetic field strength B corresponds to rotating the orbital isospin from a canted configuration in phase (III) to a
partially polarized state in phase (IV). Both the spin and the valley isospin vectors remain constant in these phases
for all values of ∆B and B.
Phase (V): within a narrow range of the bias ∆B , there is an intermediate transition regime: We find a complex GS
structure in which all the spin and isospin degrees of freedom take nontrivial values and evolve as functions of ∆B and
the magnetic field strength B. With the notation of the states used in Table VI, the spin and isospin configurations
read Sz = 1 +
1
2 (a1
2 − a22 + b12 − b22 + c12 − c22 + c32 − c42), Sx ≡ Sy ≡ 0, Tz = 1− 12 (a12 − a22 + b12 − b22 + c12 −
c2
2 + c3
2 − c42), Tx ≡ Ty ≡ 0, and Lz = 12 (a12 + a22 − b12 − b22 + c12 + c22 − c32 − c42), Lx = c1c3 + c2c4, Ly ≡ 0.
Cuts of increasing bias ∆B at fixed B may exhibit three different types of behavior depending on the value of B:
(Va): For small B, the phase (Va) is located between the phases (III) and (VI): in both these phases, the orbital
isospin is neither zero nor fully polarized, exhibiting non-zero value Lx 6= 0. Phase (Va) now smoothly connects
between these two phases with all four entries ai 6= 0, bi 6= 0, and ci 6= 0 evolving smoothly as functions of the bias
∆B and the magnetic field strength B. For increasing ∆B across phase (Va), this leads to smooth evolution of the
spin and valley isospins from Sz =
3
2 to Sz =
1
2 and from Tz =
1
2 to Tz =
3
2 , respectively, accompanied by kinks in
the orbital isospin components being nonzero 0 < Lz <
1
2 and 0 < Lx <
1
2 .
(Vb): For an intermediate value of B, the phase (Vb) emerges between the phases (III) and (VII). In the former,
the orbital isospin is not fully polarized with Lx 6= 0, whereas in the latter only the x-component is nonzero: Lz = 12
and Lx ≡ Ly ≡ 0. This transition is accomplished within phase (Vb) by first a sudden jump of the orbital isospin
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Lx → 0, Lz → 12 as the coefficients c3 and c4 suddenly jump to zero; Subsequently, the smooth rotations of the spin
and the valley isospin degrees of freedom are governed by the remaining coefficients ai and bi evolving smoothly.
(Vc): For large enough values of the magnetic field, the phase (Vc) is located between the phases (IV) and (VII)
- both these phases exhibit the same configuration of the orbital isospin degree of freedom: L = 12ez. Here, the
coefficients ci are zero throughout the phase (Vc): c1 ≡ c2 ≡ 0. The orbital isospin therefore remains constant
within this regime. The remaining coefficients ai and bi evolve smoothly as functions of ∆B and B, smooth rotations
Sz =
3
2 → Sz = 12 Tz = 12 → Tz = 32 across phase (Vc).
Phase (VI) and (VII): For sufficiently large values of the bias ∆B , we observe GS structures akin to those of phases
(III) and (IV), but here at full valley polarization: At partially polarized spin and fully valley polarized isospin, the
orbital isospin rotates from a canted position we call phase (VI) at sufficiently small magnetic fields to a partially
polarized state, i.e., phase (VII), above a certain critical magnetic field strength. The optimal orbital canting angle
hereby is determined by
cos 2θ(VI) =
∆0000 + 2∆01 −∆1111 + z∆Beff
∆0000 − 2(∆0011 + ∆1001) + ∆1111 . (45)
Hence, for any value of the magnetic field B, with rising bias ∆B the orbital isospin performs a rotation to a
configuration aligned along the z-axis: L → 12ez. At sufficiently large values of the bias, phase (VII) eventually is
fully polarized along the z-axis in valley isospin, and partially polarized in the spin and orbital isospin degree of
freedom.
Except for the more complicated transition regime within phase (V), all phase transitions observed for the ν = 1 state
are of continuous second order nature. We compute the critical values of the bias for these transitions, respectively:
(II) → (IV):
∆critB,eff =
−αd−∆1111`B + `BX1111
`B(z − 1) , (46)
(III) → (IV):
∆critB,eff =
2(∆0011 + ∆01 + ∆1001 −∆1111)
z
, (47)
(IV) → (Vc):
∆critB,eff =
αd−∆0000`B + ∆Z`B + `BX0000
`B
, (48)
(Vc) → (VII):
∆critB,eff =
3αd+ ∆0000`B + ∆Z`B − `BX0000
`B
, (49)
(VI) → (VII):
∆critB,eff = −
2(∆0011 + ∆01 + ∆1001 −∆1111)
z
. (50)
F. Six electrons: ν = 2
If there are six electrons occupying octet states, the structure we find for the GS is the following:
Phase (I): In the regime of sufficiently small bias, we observe a GS which is partially polarized in spin and exhibits
valley coherence in a valley canted phase where the optimal valley canting angle is given by
cos 2θ(I) = − ∆B,eff `B(z − 2)
`B(−∆0000 − 2∆0011 −∆1111 +X0000 + 2X0011 +X1111)− 4αd. (51)
The orbital order is antiferromagnetic, which leads to vanishing overall orbital polarization. Hence, in phase (I), cuts
along lines of increasing bias ∆B for any strength of the magnetic field B correspond to a rotation of the valley-isospin
vector from a configuration in the {x-y}-plane to a state partially polarized along the z-axis: T = ex −→ T = ez.
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∆B = 0 |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉 ,
|v5〉 = 1√2 cos θ
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉
]
− 1√
2
sin θ
[
|0, ↓,+〉+ |0, ↓,−〉
]
Phase (I) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉 ,
|v5〉 = a1|1, ↓,+〉+ a2|1, ↓,−〉 − a3|0, ↓,+〉 − a4|0, ↓,−〉
Phase (II) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉, |v5〉 = cos θ|1, ↓,+〉+ sin θ|1, ↓,−〉
Phase (III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉, |v5〉 = cos θ|1, ↓,+〉+ sin θ|0, ↓,+〉
Phase (IV) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉, |v5〉 = |1, ↓,+〉
Phase (V) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = a1|1, ↑,−〉+ a2|1, ↓,+〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = b1|0, ↑,−〉+ b2|0, ↓,+〉 ,
|v5〉 = c1|1, ↑,−〉+ c2|1, ↓,+〉+ c3|0, ↑,−〉+ c4|0, ↓,+〉
Phase (VI) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↓,+〉, |v5〉 = cos θ|1, ↑,−〉+ sin θ|0, ↑,−〉
Phase (VII) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↓,+〉, |v5〉 = |1, ↑,−〉
TABLE VI: GS configurations identified in the phase diagram for filling factor ν = 1.
∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉 ,
|v5〉 = 1√2
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉
]
, |v6〉 = 1√2
[
|0, ↓,+〉+ |0, ↓,−〉
]
Phase (I) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉 ,
|v5〉 = sin θ|1, ↓,+〉+ cos θ|1, ↓,−〉, |v6〉 = sin θ|0, ↓,+〉+ cos θ|0, ↓,−〉
Phase (II) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉, |v5〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v6〉 = |0, ↓,+〉
Phase (III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |1, ↓,−〉, |v5〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v6〉 = |0, ↓,+〉
TABLE VII: The different possible GS configurations we observed at filling factor ν = 2.
Phase (II): For larger values of the bias ∆B , we observe an intermediate regime in which the GS exhibits partial
polarization both in the spin and the valley isospin degree of freedom and antiferromagnetic ordering in the orbital
isospin. Hence, the GS is a partially aligned spin and valley ferromagnet over a broad parameter range.
Phase (III): When the system is biased sufficiently strongly, we find the GS to be a polarized state both for the
valley and the orbital isospin. Meanwhile, due to antiferromagnetic ordering of the spin degree of freedom, the overall
spin polarization vanishes. This phase for large values of the bias ∆B is established for all magnetic field strengths.
For the system at filling ν = 2 we identify two different types of phase transitions as functions of ∆B and B: The
small bias transition (I) to (II) comes with a smooth rotation of the valley isospin and therefore is of continuous
second order. For larger bias, however, the system jumps from phase (II) to phase (III) in a discontinuous fashion
characterizing a first order transition. We give the values of the critical bias at which these phase transitions occur:
(I) → (II):
∆critB,eff =
`B(X0000 + 2X0011 +X1111 −∆0000 − 2∆0011 −∆1111)− 4αd
`B(z − 2) , (52)
(II) → (III): Phase (II) is energetically favorable over phase (III) up to a the critical bias
∆critB,eff =
−∆0000 − 2∆0011 − 2∆01 + ∆1111 + 2∆Z
z
. (53)
G. Seven electrons: ν = 3
With only one hole in the octet, the GS exhibit the following structure: in the unbiased case (∆B ≡ 0, evolution
as a function of B), we find a partially spin polarized GS, while the valley isospin is aligned along the x-axis. The
state exhibits orbital coherence as the orbital isospin is in a canted configuration, where the optimal angle θ0 varies
as a function of B between θ0 → pi4 at vanishing magnetic field B → 0 and θ0 = pi2 at sufficiently high magnetic field
strengths above a certain critical value Bcrit ≈ 11.3 T. It fulfills the relation
cos 2θ0 =
−3∆0000 − 4∆01 + 3∆1111 +X0000 −X1111
∆0000 − 2∆0011 − 2∆1001 + ∆1111 +X0000 − 2X0011 − 2X1001 +X1111 . (54)
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Along the line of zero bias, as a function of increasing magnetic field strength B the GS hence undergoes a transition
from a canted state in the orbital isospin to a partially aligned state.
Phases (I) and (II): in this regime of sufficiently weak bias ∆B , the GS has partial polarization in spin space, while
the valley isospin undergoes a rotation and therefore takes nontrivial values 0 ≤ Tx, Tz ≤ 12 . Meanwhile, the orbital
isospin is either canted with 0 ≤ Lx, Lz ≤ 12 for small magnetic field strengths in phase (I), or partially polarized
in phase (II) at sufficiently large magnetic fields. While the dependencies of the isospins in phase (I) being more
involved, we can express the valley isospin in phase (II) in terms of one valley tilting angle for which the optimal
configuration is determined by
cos 2θ(II) =
∆B,eff `B
αd+ `B(∆0000 −X0000) . (55)
Hence, in phase (I) and (II), cuts along lines of increasing bias ∆B for any strength of the magnetic field B
correspond to a rotation of the valley isospin vector from a configuration in the {x-y}-plane to a state aligned along
the z-axis: T = 12ex −→ T = 12ez. At the same time, increasing B at a fixed value of the bias ∆B corresponds to
rotating the orbital isospin from a canted configuration in phase (I) to an aligned configuration, L = 12ez in phase
(II).
Phase (III): at small magnetic fields and large values of the bias, the spin and the valley isospin degree of freedom are
equally partially polarized, while the orbital isospin undergoes a rotation through a canted state, thereby exhibiting
nontrivial orbital coherence. The optimal angle in orbital space is determined by
cos 2θ(III) =
∆0000 + 2∆01 −∆1111 + z∆B,eff
∆0000 − 2(∆0011 + ∆1001) + ∆1111 , (56)
varying as function of the bias ∆B and the magnetic field strength B.
Phase (IV): when both magnetic field strength B and bias ∆B are sufficiently large, the GS adopts a configuration
in which all spin and isospin degrees of freedom are equally partially polarized.
All the phase transitions for filling factor ν = 3 are continuous second order transitions, which occur via smooth
rotations of the respective isospin degrees of freedom. The critical values of the bias for these transitions are given by
(II) → (IV):
∆critB,eff =
αd
`B
+ ∆0000 −X0000, (57)
(III) → (IV):
∆critB,eff = −
2(∆0011 + ∆01 + ∆1001 −∆1111)
z
. (58)
IV. COMPARATIVE DESCRIPTION
A. General features
The phase diagrams of Fig. 2 displaying the spin and isospin configurations as functions of ∆B and B share some
common features for all filling factors ν ∈ [−3, 3]. In general, we observe many different spin and isospin structures:
Among these, the valley and the orbital isospin can be in canted configurations, thus exhibiting non-trivial coherence.
In Fig. 2, the regions where such phases occur are drawn in bordeaux, pink, turquoise, yellow, or orange, respectively.
The spin and isospin configurations for all the different possible phases are summarized in Tables IX and X.
The unbiased system ∆B ≡ 0 is spin polarized for all values of the filling factor. This also remains true for
sufficiently small values of the bias in every case (in Fig. 2, all phases except the blue or green ones at even filling
factors). In the opposite limit of large bias, valley polarization emerges for all ν (blue or green regions in Fig. 2).
Qualitatively, this is in accordance with experimental3 as well as previous theoretical19 investigations which suggest
an evolution towards a valley polarized state with increasing bias. The values of the critical bias and the critical
magnetic field strength below (above) which the system is spin (valley) polarized, however, differ for different values
of ν. Furthermore, it depends on the filling factor whether the respective polarized phase formed in these two limits
is partially polarized or fully polarized in spin or valley space.
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∆B = 0 |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉 ,
|v5〉 = 1√2 cos θ
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉
]
+ 1√
2
sin θ
[
|0, ↓,+〉+ |0, ↓,−〉
]
,
|v6〉 = 1√2 sin θ
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉
]
− 1√
2
cos θ
[
|0, ↓,+〉+ |0, ↓,−〉
]
,
|v7〉 = 1√2 sin θ
[
|1, ↓,+〉 − |1, ↓,−〉
]
+ 1√
2
cos θ
[
|0, ↓,+〉 − |0, ↓,−〉
]
Phase (I) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉,
|v5〉 = −a1|1, ↓,+〉+ a2|1, ↓,−〉 − a3|0, ↓,+〉+ a4|0, ↓,−〉,
|v6〉 = a3|1, ↓,+〉 − a4|1, ↓,−〉 − a1|0, ↓,+〉+ a2|0, ↓,−〉,
|v7〉 = a4|1, ↓,+〉+ a3|1, ↓,−〉+ a2|0, ↓,+〉+ a1|0, ↓,−〉
Phase (II) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉 ,
|v5〉 = − cos θ|0, ↓,+〉+ sin θ|0, ↓,−〉, |v6〉 = cos θ|1, ↓,+〉 − sin θ|1, ↓,−〉,
|v7〉 = sin θ|1, ↓,+〉+ cos θ|1, ↓,−〉
Phase (III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉,
|v5〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v6〉 = |0, ↓,+〉, |v7〉 = cos θ|1, ↓,−〉+ sin θ|0, ↓,−〉
Phase (IV) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉,
|v5〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v6〉 = |0, ↓,+〉, |v7〉 = |1, ↓,−〉
TABLE VIII: The different possible configurations which occur in the ν = 3 phase diagram.
B. Odd versus even filling factors
We now compare the behavior of the orbital degree of freedom for the GS phase diagrams obtained at odd filling
factors ν = −3,−1, 1, 3. For the unbiased system,i.e., along the line of zero bias ∆B ≡ 0, all the systems with ν
odd undergo a similar evolution of the orbital isospin: at small B, we find a canted configuration, then with rising
B the orbital isospin rotates smoothly until it reaches a polarized state above some critical magnetic field strength
Bcrit. For non-zero values of the bias this transition in the orbital configuration is translated in the upper half of
each phase diagram: for every odd filling factor, we find a large phase exhibiting orbital coherence at any ∆B > 0
(yellow or orange regions in Fig. 2). These orbitally coherent phases then respectively evolve into orbitally polarized
configurations (blue or green phases in Fig. 2, respectively) by smooth rotations of the orbital isospin when B is
increased for any ∆B held fix.
For even filling factors ν = −2, 0, 2, however, we do not observe any phase with orbital coherence. There is no
phase transition as a function of B along the line of zero bias, but the GS is in a spin polarized configuration with
vanishing orbital isospin stable for all B. Some of the phases at ν even carry orbital polarization, i.e. the total orbital
isospin is of the form L ∝ ez (blue phase at ν = −2 and green phase at ν = 2 in Fig. 2). The remaining phases at
even fillings show antiferromagnetic orbital order, i.e., the overall orbital polarization vanishes and we find L ≡ 0.
C. Negative against positive filling factors
The most striking feature when comparing negative ν = −3,−2,−1, 0 (Table IX) to positive filling factors ν = 1, 2, 3
(Table X) has to do with the orbital polarization. In the limit of large values of the bias ∆B , the system exhibits
orbital polarization for all values of the filling factor (in fig. 2, these phases are drawn in blue or in green). For
negative filling factors, however, this polarization is negative, L ∝ −ez (blue phases in Fig. 2), whereas the GS for
positive filling factors for sufficiently large bias turns out to be positively polarized, L ∝ +ez (green phases in Fig. 2).
Physically, this indicates that at negative filling factors, it is energetically favorable to have predominantly the n = 0
orbitals populated, while at higher filling factors the systems prefer to successively populate n = 1 orbitals.
V. HF RESULTS II: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE STATES
A. Octet Polarization, Hund’s Rules, Layer Distribution
We first analyze the spin and isospin polarization properties within the octet. For the unbiased case ∆B ≡ 0,
dependence on the system’s polarization on the filling factor has been studied previously12, establishing Hund’s rules
for the SP level occupation when the states of the octet are gradually filled with electrons. In Fig. 3, we show the
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Phase
ν
-3 -2 -1 0
∆B ≡ 0 S = 12ez S = ez S = 32ez S = 2ez
T = 1
2
ex T = ex T =
1
2
ez T ≡ 0
L = 1
2
sin 2θex +
1
2
cos 2θez L ≡ 0 L = 12 sin 2θex − 12 cos 2θez L ≡ 0
I S = 1
2
ez S = ez S =
3
2
ez S = 2ez
0 ≤ Tz, Tx ≤ 12 , Ty ≡ 0 T = sin 2θex + cos 2θez 0 ≤ Tz, Tx ≤ 12 , Ty ≡ 0 T ≡ 0
0 ≤ Lz, Lx ≤ 12 , Ly ≡ 0 L ≡ 0 0 ≤ Lz, Lx ≤ 12 , Ly ≡ 0 L ≡ 0
II S = 1
2
ez S = ez S =
3
2
ez S = 2 cos
2 θ ez
T = 1
2
sin 2θex − 12 cos 2θez T = ez T = 12 sin 2θex + 12 cos 2θez T = 2 sin2 θ ez
L = 1
2
ez L ≡ 0 L = 12ez L ≡ 0
III S = 1
2
ez S ≡ 0 S = 32ez S ≡ 0
T = 1
2
ez T = ez T =
1
2
ez T = 2ez
L = 1
2
ez L = −ez L = 12 sin 2θex + 12 cos 2θez L ≡ 0
IV S = 1
2
ez S =
3
2
ez
T = 1
2
ez - T =
1
2
ez -
L = 1
2
sin 2θex − 12 cos 2θez L = 12ez
V S = 1
2
ez
1
2
≤ Sz ≤ 32 , Sx ≡ Sy ≡ 0
T = 1
2
ez -
1
2
≤ Tz ≤ 32 , Tx ≡ Ty ≡ 0 -
L = − 1
2
ez 0 ≤ Lz, Lx ≤ 12 , Ly ≡ 0
VI S = 1
2
ez
- - T = 3
2
ez -
L = 1
2
sin 2θex +
1
2
cos 2θez
VII S = 1
2
ez
- - T = 3
2
ez -
L = − 1
2
ez
TABLE IX: Spin and isospin properties of the different phases observed for negative filling factors.
pseudospin polarizations for B = 15 T and three bias values ∆B = 0 meV, ∆B = 50 meV, and ∆B = 400 meV. For
the unbiased case, ∆B ≡ 0, we recover the results of Barlas et al.12. First the real spin degree of freedom is polarized.
Second, under the restrictions imposed by the spin configuration, the polarization of the valley isospin and third the
polarization of the orbital isospin is maximized to the greatest possible extent. This behavior is shown in the upper
plot of Fig. 3. The examples at non-zero values of the bias, ∆B > 0, (central and lower plot of Fig. 3) demonstrate
that this picture may change if the system is biased. In the case of intermediate bias, ∆B = 50 meV, the role of real
spin and valley isospin are reversed: here, the valley degree of freedom is maximized first. In the case of stronger bias,
here for ∆B = 400 meV, the properties of the orbital isospin polarization can be altered: we observe states which are
antiferromagnetically polarized in the orbital degree of freedom.
A remark about the generality of these statements is in order: the examples we show in Fig. 3 represent cuts through
the broadest phases of the phase diagrams we show in Fig. 2 for all the different ν. Due to the rich structure apparent
from Fig. 2 exhibiting a variety of different phases, many cuts through the phase diagrams are possible which yield
octet polarization diagrams different from the ones shown in Fig. 3.
The electronic distribution between the two graphene layers has frequently been discussed in previous works14,32,33,
in relation with the formation of states exhibiting either interlayer coherence or being fully layer polarized. This is
related to the formation of electronic dipoles14 or the anomalous condensation of excitons34. These studies, however,
have been carried out within the effective two-band model of BLG28. In this approximate description, there is a direct
correspondence between the value of the valley index assigned to the electrons and the graphene layer. Therefore, this
model automatically predicts a state which is valley-polarized also to be layer-polarized. This is not the case in the
four-band model. As pointed out in Sec. II B, it is clear from the form of the four-spinor states, Eq. 7, together with
the behavior of the coefficients for the respective entries given in Eq. 8 that the one-to-one correspondence between
valley index and layer occupation is not exact in the description using all four bands. While for electrons occupying
the n = 0 orbital the identification valley ↔ layer can still be made, for electrons in the n = 1 orbital also for a
well-defined valley index + or −, occupation of both layers is enforced as soon as the bias ∆B takes non-zero values.
This implies important consequences for the properties of the phases we identified in the phase diagrams of Fig. 2.
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Phase
ν
1 2 3
∆B ≡ 0 S = 32ez S = ez S = 12ez
T = 1
2
ex T = ex T =
1
2
ex
L = − 1
2
sin 2θex +
1
2
cos 2θez L ≡ 0 L = 12 sin 2θex − 12 cos 2θez
I S = 3
2
ez S = ez S =
1
2
ez
0 ≤ Tz, Tx ≤ 12 , Ty ≡ 0 T = sin 2θex − cos 2θez 0 ≤ Tz, Tx ≤ 12 , Ty ≡ 0
0 ≤ Lz, Lx ≤ 12 , Ly ≡ 0 L ≡ 0 0 ≤ Lz, Lx ≤ 12 , Ly ≡ 0
II S = 3
2
ez S = ez S =
1
2
ez
T = 1
2
sin 2θex +
1
2
cos 2θez T = ez T = − 12 sin 2θex + 12 cos 2θez
L = 1
2
ez L ≡ 0 L = 12ez
III S = 3
2
ez S ≡ 0 S = 12ez
T = 1
2
ez T = ez T =
1
2
ez
L = 1
2
sin 2θex +
1
2
cos 2θez L = ez L =
1
2
sin 2θex +
1
2
cos 2θez
IV S = 3
2
ez S =
1
2
ez
T = 1
2
ez - T =
1
2
ez
L = 1
2
ez L =
1
2
ez
V 1
2
≤ Sz ≤ 32 ,Sx ≡ Sy ≡ 0
1
2
≤ Tz ≤ 32 , Tx ≡ Ty ≡ 0 - -
0 ≤ Lz, Lx ≤ 12 , Ly ≡ 0
VI S = 1
2
ez
T = 3
2
ez - -
L = 1
2
sin 2θex +
1
2
cos 2θez
VII S = 1
2
ez
T = 3
2
ez - -
L = 1
2
ez
TABLE X: Spin and isospin properties of the different phases for the bilayer system at positive fillings
In general, valley polarized phases can not be automatically identified with fully layer polarized states. In fact, as
evident from the form of the state in Eq. 7, full layer polarization can only be achieved if two conditions are met
simultaneously: the electrons must form a state polarized in the valley degree of freedom and at the same time all
of them exclusively occupy the n = 0 orbital. We observe phases fulfilling these two requirements in the large bias
regime of the two smallest filling factor: in phase (V) at filling factor ν = −3 and in phase (III) for filling ν = −2.
The other states at negative filling factors ν = −1 and ν = 0, respectively, tend towards partially polarized states in
the limit of large ∆B . Although the overall orbital isospin is partially negatively polarized along the z-axis, in these
cases not only n = 0, but also n = 1 orbitals are partially occupied. Therefore, the layer occupation does not tend
towards exact layer polarization. Nevertheless, in this regime we do find states in which the occupation of one of the
two layers largely dominates over the occupation of the other layer. This, however, is not the case for the positive
filling factors ν = 1, 2, 3. In these cases the states at large bias exhibit overall positive orbital polarization, hence
occupation of the n = 1 orbital dominates over occupation of the n = 0 state. As a consequence, no such thing as full
layer polarization can be seen. Even in the limit of large bias, the electrons will be distributed between both layers.
Furthermore, for the unbiased system at ∆B ≡ 0, we observe the electrons to be equally distributed between both
graphene layers for all values of the filling factor ν ∈ [−3, 3]. We illustrate these different types of behavior for the
examples ν = −3, ν = 0, ν = 1, and ν = 3 in Fig. 4.
B. Extrapolation to zero magnetic Field
Experiments have studied in detail the limit of vanishing magnetic field. Indeed it has been argued that in the
absence of any magnetic field, there is magnetic ordering of the spin and isospin degrees of freedom that spontaneously
breaks underlying symmetries33,35–37 and this may lead to spontaneous QH states32,38,39. Furthermore, it has been
discussed how these spontaneous QH states might be related to the QH states at nonzero magnetic field40,41. Recent
experimental investigation draws the following picture: for charge neutral BLG, the existence of a gapped phase at
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ν Phase GS in the limit B → 0
−3 ∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = 12
[
|1, ↑,+〉+ |1, ↑,−〉+ |0, ↑,+〉+ |0, ↑,−〉
]
(IV) |v1〉 = 1√2
[
|0, ↑,+〉+ |1, ↑,+〉
]
−2 ∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = 1√2
[
|1, ↑,+〉+ |1, ↑,−〉
]
, |v2〉 = 1√2
[
|0, ↑,+〉+ |0, ↑,−〉
]
(II) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉
−1 ∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = − 1√2
[
|1, ↑,+〉+ |1, ↑,−〉
]
, |v2〉 = 1√2
[
|0, ↑,+〉+ |0, ↑,−〉
]
,
|v3〉 = − 12
[
|1, ↑,+〉 − |1, ↑,−〉+ |0, ↑,+〉 − |0, ↑,−〉
]
(VI) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v3〉 = 1√2
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |0, ↓,+〉
]
0 ∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉
(III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↓,+〉
1 ∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉,
|v5〉 = 12
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉 − |0, ↓,+〉 − |0, ↓,−〉
]
(VI) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↓,+〉, |v5〉 = 1√2
[
|1, ↑,−〉+ |0, ↑,−〉
]
2 ∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉 ,
|v5〉 = 1√2
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉
]
, |v6〉 = 1√2
[
|0, ↓,+〉+ |0, ↓,−〉
]
(II) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉, |v5〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v6〉 = |0, ↓,+〉
3 ∆B ≡ 0 |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉, |v5〉 = 12
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉+ |0, ↓,+〉+ |0, ↓,−〉
]
,
|v6〉 = 12
[
|1, ↓,+〉+ |1, ↓,−〉 − |0, ↓,+〉 − |0, ↓,−〉
]
, |v7〉 = 12
[
|1, ↓,+〉 − |1, ↓,−〉+ |0, ↓,+〉 − |0, ↓,−〉
]
(III) |v1〉 = |1, ↑,+〉, |v2〉 = |1, ↑,−〉, |v3〉 = |0, ↑,+〉, |v4〉 = |0, ↑,−〉,
|v5〉 = |1, ↓,+〉, |v6〉 = |0, ↓,+〉, |v7〉 = 1√2
[
|1, ↓,−〉+ |0, ↓,−〉
]
TABLE XI: States in the limit B → 0
.
zero magnetic field in sufficiently clean samples at sufficiently low temperatures is generally established4,42. This phase
evolves continuously in the gapped ν = 0 QH state as the magnetic field increases2,5,43. For filling factor ν = 2, the
observations of Ref. 7 suggest that the behavior with B → 0 depends on the bias potential applied: while for small ∆B
the system extrapolates to vanishing gap, for sufficiently large bias, when the system presumably has entered a phase
different from the low bias phase, the gap remains finite as B goes to zero. Reference 10 reports for ν = 1 a vanishing
gap with vanishing magnetic field independently of the bias potential, e.g., for the two different phases observed in
this study. We now analyze the limit B → 0 in our approach. We summarize for each filling factor the properties of
the unbiased case ∆B ≡ 0, as well as the phases that extend to the low magnetic field regime of the phase diagrams
in Fig. 2. For the odd filling factors these phases go along with canting of the orbital degree of freedom (phase (IV)
at ν = −3, phase (VI) at ν = −1, phase (VI) at ν = 1). To understand the behavior at low magnetic field, we show
the evolution as a function of B of the different canting angles in these respective phases as well as the orbital canting
angles of the zero bias phases in Fig. 5. The states which follow from the naive extrapolationB → 0 are summarized
in Table XI. While for even filling factors ν = −2, 0, 2 the GS configurations decompose into simple product states in
the orbital degree of freedom, at odd fillings ν = −3,−1,+1,+3 we find states with non-trivial orbital coherence in
the limit B → 0. These orbitally coherent states explicitly rely on the quantization of the LL modes by the external
magnetic field and thus do not have an obvious counterpart in the zero-field case. This means that the states at odd
filling factors behave differently from the even filling factor states when the field is decreased to zero. While at even
fillings the GS might be connected smoothly to gapped spontaneous QH states at B = 0, such extrapolation is not
obvious for odd filling factors. Here, the zero magnetic field GS might be gapless. Indications for such behavior have
been seen experimentally, e.g., in Refs. 2,5,43, and 10. We note, however, that the description of BLG in our model
is valid really only in the limit of high magnetic fields since LL mixing will be important at low fields. The states
we extract for B → 0 in Table XI can serve only as hints to connect the high magnetic field region and the case
B = 0 where spontaneous QH states have been predicted. We can not exclude the existence of additional phases in
the regime of small but nonzero magnetic field, as conjectured, e.g., in Refs. 2 or 40.
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VI. RELATION TO EXPERIMENT AND TO THEORETICAL STUDIES
The effect of external magnetic and electric fields on graphene mono- and multilayers has been under intense
experimental investigation2–11. We first compare our work with experimental findings, before discussing similarities
and differences with theoretical approaches13–15,19. The fact that external fields influence the ordering of spin, valley,
and orbital degrees of freedom, and that transitions between states of different spin and isospin order can be induced
by tuning externally applied fields has been realized several years ago2,3. Recently, there has been tremendous
improvement in the quality of the samples, and data became available in a much wider parameter range. This has
lead to detailed insights about the nature of the different phases at different filling factors. By carefully monitoring
sudden changes in the conduction properties, one infers the number of phase transitions upon varying the bias potential
at fixed magnetic field B. At ν = ±3, a single phase transition has been seen2,6,9 at zero bias ∆B ≡ 0. For ν = ±2,
Refs. 2,7–9,11 report transitions at nonzero bias while there is no sign of phase transition at zero bias. Both types of
transitions, at ∆B ≡ 0 as well as at |∆B | 6= 0, have been observed2,9–11 at ν = ±1. The properties at charge neutrality
ν = 0 have been investigated in Refs. 2–6,8,11. While early investigations reported one transition at nonzero bias2,3,
more recent studies report signatures of transitions at two different values of the bias potential implying at least three
different phases. Common belief is that for large bias potential the system will be in a spin and isospin configuration
that maximizes layer polarization. Accordingly, in the opposite limit of very small or vanishing bias, the spin and
isospin ordering is assumed to be different from maximally possible layer polarization.
We compare these experimental observations to the predictions of our calculations. In parameter ranges comparable
to those of the respective experiments, we examine the different phases and the number of phase transitions at fixed
magnetic and increasing bias:
* For filling factor ν = −3, we obtain the following picture: for B < 11 T we see the sequence of transitions (I)→
(IV) → (V), whereas for higher magnetic fields B > 11 T the series of transitions (II)→ (III) → (IV) → (V) is
observed.
Maher et al. 9 as well as Hunt et al. 11 have studied the BLG system at ν = ±3 h in the range of the bias
|∆B | ≈ 0− 34 meV for magnetic fields B = 9 T and B = 31 T, respectively. We may attribute the single transition
close to zero bias observed in both references to the transitions (I)→ (IV) at lower magnetic field or (II)→ (III) at
higher magnetic field value, respectively. The values of the bias potential at which these transitions occur in our
model are both small compared to the energy scales of the other phases of the phase diagram: ∆B ≈ 0.185 meV and
∆B ≈ 2.5 meV, respectively. The fact that no second phase transition is observed by Hunt et al. 11 may imply that
phase (IV) has not yet been reached at these values of the bias. If the zero-bias phases we find in the HF treatment
are destroyed by fluctuations beyond HF then this may explain a zero-bias transition between oppositely polarized
states.
* For ν = ±2 we see for all values of the magnetic field the sequence of transitions (I)→ (II)→ (III) as a function of
increasing bias. The second transition (II) → (III), however, occurs at much higher values of the bias potential than
those shown in experimental data: ∆B & 300 meV in Fig. 2. Our predictions are consistent with the observations at
ν = ±2 of Velasco et al. 7, Maher et al. 9, Hunt et al. 11, Lee et al. 8 identifying one phase transition at nonzero bias
∆B > 0. So the low-bias phase has valley coherence and this coherence is destroyed beyond a critical bias. The slope
of the I/II transition line in Velasco et al. is 0.72mV nm−1 T−1 while the HF value is 0.55mV nm−1 T−1.
* At filling ν = −1 for magnetic fields B < 11.3 T, we go through the sequence (I)→ (III) → (VI) → (VII), in the
opposite case B > 11.3 T we find (II)→ (IV) → (V) → (VI) → (VII) when increasing ∆B . In the case ν = +1, at
small magnetic field B < 11.3 T, the sequence is (I)→ (III) → (VI) / (VII), whereas for larger field B > 11.3 T it is
(II)→ (IV) → (V) → (VI).
This may be compared to the experimental results of Shi et al. 10, Hunt et al. 11, and Maher et al. 9, where the
states ν = ±1 are probed for B = 28 T in the range |∆B | ≈ 0 − 17 meV, and in the range |∆B | ≈ 0 − 34 meV at
magnetic fields B = 31 T and B = 9 T, respectively. The observed transition near zero bias can be attributed to the
phase transitions (I)→ (III) or (II)→ (IV), respectively, which occur in our model at relatively small values of ∆B
compared to the range of the broadest phases of the phase diagram and to the overall range of the bias. The phase
II has valley coherence as proposed in Shi et al. A second transition observed in experiment at nonzero value of the
bias might be identified with the transitions (III) → (VI) or (IV) → (V)/(VI) at ν = −1 and (III) → (VI) / (VII) or
(IV) → (V)/(VII) at ν = 1, respectively. In fact Maher et al. have proposed that the finite bias transition they see
at ν = +1 is the IV/VII transition.
* In the ν = 0 case, for any value of the magnetic field, we observe two successive phase transitions (I)→ (II)→ (III)
upon increasing bias potential. The phase II is a spin-valley coherent phase flanked by simpler incoherent phases I,
III. This is consistent with recent experimental studies of the ν = 0 state by Lee et al. 8 and Hunt et al. 11, where two
transitions at two distinct nonzero values of the bias potential have been observed. The ν = 0 phase diagram shown
in Ref. 11 Fig. 2D also agrees well with the corresponding phase diagram predicted by our calculations. Furthermore,
Maher et al. 6 have also observed a critical bias increasing as a function of the magnetic field.
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From this discussion we see that our calculation reproduces several features observed experimentally in BLG at
different filling factors. Notably, for every ν, we are able to identify phase transitions detected in experiment with
transitions predicted by our model. The range of the bias achieved in the various different experimental studies
only covers part of the phase diagrams presented in Fig. 2. In particular the phase of maximal orbital polarization,
corresponding the phase with the highest number in each case, presumably has not been reached in experiments
for the filling factors ν = −3, ν = −2, ν = −1, and ν = 2. As a consequence, according to the properties of the
four-band model as discussed in Sec. V, maximally possible layer polarization has not been achieved experimentally.
Furthermore, from the phase diagrams of Fig. 2, we conjecture that for example at fillings ν = −3 or ν = 1 a richer
picture of different phases and phase transitions may emerge for an extended range of B and ∆B .
It should be noted, however, that the various experiments often differ in the way the sample is prepared, e.g.,
Refs. 2,5,7,10 investigate the properties of suspended BLG, Ref. 8 uses double BLG heterostructures separated by a
hexagonal boron nitride dielectric while in Refs. 6,9,11 the BLG samples are encapsulated by hexagonal boron nitrate.
We have not tried to take into account the additional effects due to these different substrates, gatings, dielectrics, or
encapsulations. These differences may change the physics of the phase competition.
Let us now compare our results to previous theoretical investigations. Ref. 19 presents a detailed HF study of BLG
zero energy octet with an effective two-band model. They obtained the phase diagram of their model for all different
filling factors ν ∈ [−3, 3] for B = 10 T as a function of the bias. The vast majority of states they deduce from their
model is orbitally incoherent. Phases exhibiting orbital coherence emerge only at very large values of the bias. These
authors do not take into account the presence of the Dirac sea. It has become clear, however, that these electrons
of the Dirac sea do play a non-silent role: As we discuss in Sec. II B, Shizuya shows in Ref. 15 in a four-band model
the importance of this effect. The GS configurations identified in this treatment e.g. at zero bias can be coherent
superpositions of the n = 0 and n = 1 states. Moreover, in this analysis, the n = 1 state lies lower in energy than the
n = 0 orbital while in Ref. 19 generally the n = 0 state is populated first. These results, however, were obtained from
a somewhat simplified model with respect to Lambert and Cote´ in Ref. 19.
Our treatment contains the ingredient of a realistic band structure, i.e., four bands with all the γi couplings and
we have included the Dirac sea exchange.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have derived the phase diagram of the Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene as a function of the applied magnetic field
and potential bias between the layers. We have focused on the octet of levels near neutrality for which the filling factor
is in the range [−3,+3]. We have used a HF method which is known to capture the main features of quantum Hall
ferromagnetism. Our tight-binding model includes hoppings γ0, γ1, γ3, γ4 that breaks weakly particle-hole symmetry
and we have retained the four bands. In the HF calculation we have included the exchange within the occupied Dirac
sea which restores the particle-hole symmetry in the absence of γ4. The splitting between n = 0 and n = 1 orbitals
is thus governed by the competition between band structure effects and Lamb-shift-like exchange interactions. The
spin and isospin configuration hence is governed by a careful balance between all these different symmetry breaking
terms. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where we show the evolution of the energy splittings in spin space, valley isospin
space, and orbital isospin space, ∆Z ,∆B,eff , and ∆01, as well as the matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction as
computed in Sec. II B as functions of the external magnetic and electric fields for different parameters. In the regime
of small bias and large magnetic field, ∆01 plays a pivotal role before being washed out at sufficiently strong bias by
∆B,eff acting as a ”Zeeman-like” splitting in valley space.
For even filling factors ν = 0,±2 our results are the same as the HF treatment of Lambert and Coˆte´19. However
for odd fillings ν = ±1,±3 we find phases with non-trivial orbital coherence: see Fig. 2. These phases are thus of
fundamentally different nature than those predicted in Ref. 19. As these orbital coherent phases appear at experi-
mentally accessible values of the bias potential, it is plausible that they are among the phases actually observed in
experiment. For fillings ν = −3,−1 they extend to all values of the magnetic field but require a specific range of bias.
For ν = +3,+1 the orbital phases are restricted to the small-field regime which may be out of range of our approach
due to Landau level mixing.
For odd filling factors we observe at small bias a transition from an orbital coherent phase to orbitally incoherent
phases as a function of the magnetic field strength: the vector of orbital isospin rotates from a canted position at
small magnetic field to a partially polarized configuration above a critical field strength Bcrit. Such transitions with
B have not been reported previously in the literature as e.g. Ref. 19 restricts its investigations of the GS phases
to the phase diagram at a single fixed value of the magnetic field. We conclude that varying the magnetic field can
trigger the emergence of phase transitions for all odd ν. We thus conjecture the existence of more phases and even
richer phase diagrams when the BLG is studied over a a sufficiently large range of B values.
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FIG. 2: Phase diagrams obtained for BLG at the different filling factors ν ∈ [−3, 3]. The GS behavior of the
Hamiltonian HHF of Eq. 19 is studied with the HF methods described in Sec. II C. We employ the following color
code for the phases: bordeaux/magenta: S ∝ ez and T in a canted state → valley coherence; yellow/orange: S ∝ ez
and L in a canted state → orbital coherence; gray/blue/green: S,T ∝ ez for L ≡ 0 or L ∝ ±ez→ partial
polarization.
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FIG. 4: Electronic distribution between the two sublayers, labeled as layer 1 and layer 2, in different phases at filling
factors ν = −3, ν = 0, ν = 1, and ν = 3.
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